TIPS FOR REHABILITATION
1. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REHABILITATE YOUR DOG USING THE
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION IN THIS BROCHURE. SCHEDULE AN
APPOINTMENT WITH A PROFESSIONAL TRAINER AT SCOTCH PINES
DOG TRAINING FOR COUNSELING, DEMONSTRATION AND GUIDANCE.
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2. When you have been shown the proper correction, use it ONLY for
treating aggression. Its use should be discontinued after the dog is
cured, usually in a few sessions. If you are using the correction over and
over, you are not administering it properly. Contact your trainer.
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5. Follow through with obedience training. Then enjoy a wonderful,
safe relationship with your canine best friend!
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4. Never correct with a tentative approach. Curing your dog of
aggression will not break his spirit, but make him a happier, secure pet
that will love you more. Humans allowed him to become aggressive –
it’s the responsibility of the loving owner to undo the damage. Correct
as firmly as directed.
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3. Do not attempt to cure your dog of aggression if you are afraid of
him. An aggressive dog can only be corrected by an owner who is
willing to take the leadership role. If you are not mentally tougher than
your dog, he is not the right pet for you.

SCOTCH PINES DOG TRAINING
Specializing in Off-Leash Obedience

www.spdogtraining.com
twopartspraise@spdogtraining.com
P.O. Box 5022, Twin Falls, ID 83303
2000 E. Dowling #12, Anchorage, AK 99507

208-484-5284

He’s not a bad dog, and you really love him,
but he bites other dogs, cats,
the mailman, or even you!

Is there a solution?

HOW AGGRESSION STARTS
Puppy is allowed to play bite on hands or feet
Puppy has run of the house without restrictions
Puppy steals things and runs under bed
Puppy barks back when told to do anything
Young dog starts to growl when you move him off the furniture,
walk by his food, or touch his toys
Dog begins to show aggression toward visitors
Dog begins to bite you.

CURING AGGRESSION
Canine aggression is a serious matter, causing great harm and even death to
humans, other animals and ultimately to the aggressive dog himself, as biters are
usually euthanized.
Puppies can be taught not to become aggressive very easily. However, once a dog
has matured, he cannot be rehabilitated without firm measures. Methods that
claim to be modern and gentle (shaking a can of pennies, rolling him on his back,
or redirecting his attention) simply do not work.
At Scotch Pines we use a firm, yet humane and safe, correction that has cured
many, many pets of aggression within a few days, sometimes even sooner. In
a controlled environment, we set the dog up by introducing the stimulus that
usually prompts his aggressive behavior, (other dogs, strangers, cats, children,
food, or his owner giving him a command). We correct immediately in a way that
communicates to the dog exactly what behavior is “wrong.” We introduce the
stimulus again, and if he shows continued aggression we correct again. If instead
he assumes a peaceful body posture, we pet and praise him mightily. This process
is repeated in different settings, with his owner correcting and praising the dog
until non-aggression becomes the new way of life. . .new habits and positive
responses.

CASES FROM OUR FILES
“I was going to put my Rottweiler to sleep for aggression toward me and my
family until I signed up for the class. Now my friends can’t believe it’s the same
dog. This training saved his life.”
-Rod Westfall
“It only took three days to rehabilitate my fighting boxer, and I am totally amazed.
He’s a new dog, well-behaved around all other dogs and people.”
-Sherri Bond

“Scotch Pines aggression correction method was an absolute godsend. I have
a Chesapeake who was very aggressive toward me. Throughout the course of
training, I noticed a dramatic decrease in aggression and a great increase in
respect. Our relationship has improved dramatically. I would recommend the
method for anyone. It does work.”
-Wendi Gibson
“I saw results within the first two sessions. We can now walk down the road
without his growling or fighting other dogs. My experience with Scotch Pines has
been life changing!”
-Renee Gledhill
“My 165 lb. Rotweiler had been biting for three years, and I had already wasted
hundreds of dollars on a private trainer. The correction worked wonderfully in a
very short time.”
-Lane Schumacher
“I can personally attest to this ( the effectiveness of the aggression correction
method) as I had rescued an adult pit bull who had to be restrained or locked
away 24 hours a day. After completion of the course, the dog is now a respectable
canine companion to be trusted with other people and animals.”
-Dr. Nanette Swane DVM
“When he tore up my arm I was devastated. After treatment, he’s my best friend. I’ll
tell anyone about the wonderful results of your rehabilitation program. You gave
me back my buddy!”
-Jeff Achenbach
“A trainer that uses purely positive reinforcement told me, ‘I can’t cure your dog.
No one can, and if someone tells you they can, they’re lying.’ Two hours before
he was to be euthanized, my vet recommended Scotch Pines Dog Training. Max’s
progress was amazing. He’s now obedient, visibly happy around people, spirited –
and NO aggression. Scotch Pines literally saved Max’s life!”
-Lisa Hardin
“I just wanted to let you know that I lost (12 year old) Jade, but also that her
last year was one of her happiest. I think this credit goes to your method of dog
training. Jade was afraid of other dogs most of her life and could only deal with
this fear through aggression. She learned to tolerate dogs without striking out
and I think she was much happier and self-confident because of it. Thank you very
much for showing us the way to achieve this joy.”
-Deb Clover
“My dog was aggressive if another dog acted aggressive toward him. After the
third night, I never had to use the correction again. I found he was truly cured on
the See Spot Walk fundraiser. Two dogs growled and snapped at him. He merrily
continued on without even a backwards glance.”
-Karen Silva

